
Kids Gymnastics Bars Training Horizontal Bar Monkey Kip Bar Black

RRP: $294.95

Built for both fun and serious training, this kids' gymnastic horizontal bar

from Randy Travis & Machinery will keep your kids busy for hours.

Today's kids need more physical exercise—and this horizontal bar

delivers that and more. This horizontal bar is sure to please your child.

No worries about safety with this equipment. Its triangular structure

minimises wiggling and swaying to provide the ultimate in stability. It's

easily adjustable to four different heights to suit kids of all ages. All you

need to do is to fasten the knob or pull on the quick-adjust knobs on both

sides to change the heights. A spin-lock mechanism allows you to adjust

in seconds.

Four rubber pads wrap around the four corners of the foundation to

protect your floor so you can use it inside and out. It folds easily, so you

can take it outside on warm, sunny days for outdoor fun. When the kids

are done for the day, simply fold it up and store it until they want to use it

again.

This gymnastics bar is easy to assemble, making it the perfect holiday or

birthday gift. Simply assemble it, stick a bow on it, and delight the little

ones in your life the next morning. Order yours today.

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Adjustable to four height positions: 84, 110, 114, and 128 cm
Folded dimensions: 36 x 108 x 113 cm
Static bearing capacity: 120 kg
Dynamic bearing capacity: 60 kg
Colour: Black
Spin-lock mechanism and quick-adjust knobs on both sides for
adjustment in mere seconds
Easy assembly
Foldable for convenient storage
Triangular construction for stability
4 rubber pads to protect floors and provide extra stability
Tough and durable
Recommended age: 3 years and older
Adult supervision required

Attributes:Attributes:

Colour: Black
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